
This is a summary of the report dubbed Follow gate

This is not intended for the destruction of companies involved, for lawsuits are in preparation.
PLEASE DO NOT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, NAME THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES
WRITTEN IN THIS SUMMARY IN MEDIA, WRITTEN OR SPOKEN PUBLIC PUBLICATION:

Crime originated at the Eaton Corporation involving 3 Hispanic suspects. Extreme slander, libel
and defamation took place eventually involving the entire warehouse facility including HR, &
Management. This escalated to the following and harassing outside of work to see where I'd
sleep aided by management and employees. A room I rented in a house located at 14157
Austene Cir, Moreno Valley, CA 92553 was then used to spy, watch & broadcast my absolute
movements and doing. This included the recording & broadcasting of myself in the bathroom
including the showers. My laptops, tablets, and phones were also bugged, and broadcasted to
thousands of civilians, including members of law enforcement. These individuals including those
that reside within the home held watch parties including those that worked at the Eaton
Corporation to watch me in my room and in showers. The initial bugging of my financed vehicle,
a Silver 2013 Audi A4 8THA964 took place at this location.

The bugging and broadcasting of my phone, PCs, vehicle, room, showers, were made public
knowledge. This was by all of whom that was employed at the Eaton corporation, friends, family
and countless others beyond this employment. Countless others can now see what I'm doing in
the vehicle, where I'm going, as well as my phone and PCs. Upon leaving this household on a
week's stay, I was followed to my storage unit by the residents of this home. This unit was later
broken into, belongings were stolen as admitted and broadcasted to hundreds including all
places of employment, friends, and family. All and every single location beyond this employment
was adapted to this terrorism. Maps of locations in my phone were called ahead as well as any
other surrounding location and individuals.

Upon leaving this position, individuals and corporations were involved including minors,
libraries, gyms, gas stations, hotels, room shares, Walmarts, targets, USPS, malls, theaters,
grocery stores, previous & future employments, museums, concerts, MTA, local law
enforcement, 1st responders, friends, family and so on. Every person that has ever come in
contact with me was given instructions on how to attack, intercept, deliver verbal abuse &
assaults targeted for deformation. Every single location regardless of time spent at the location
or state was contacted, notified of me, and given methods to watch my phone, & tablet. Which
includes myself driving and sleeping in my vehicle, showering in my vehicle, showering at gyms,
using the bathroom at thus places, including places of employment mentioned. Anyone was
also able to yell at me while I'm driving, intercept me for threats, verbal abuse and assaults.

During a planet fitness workout, I received various attacks on my life and my vehicle even as I
showered. 1 out of the several of the most horrific Planet Fitness verbal and life threatening
attacks I've ever came across. At a library the following day my license plate was stolen by a
member of the show. This stolen license plate, as well as no registration, fake insurance and
false reports was used as fuel and leverage to continuously call the police to invoke a towing of



the vehicle and arrest of myself. Further harassment, following, and spying was then aided by
several employees of my previous employment at Dryers. After leaving Eaton, I was followed
and harassed to Las Vegas, Nevada including my stay at hotels, businesses and libraries. As
instructed by the show my life was threatened by a minor with a gun as I stayed within my
vehicle at a Nevada. Even my own cousin, a minor, used to threaten me with guns including
their father in Maryland. Several people at the park as well as almost every single person in Las
Vegas were given the same methods to watch me as sleeping in my vehicle, showering in
gyms, using the bathrooms, and so forth.

Upon employment at the next job at the Top Team temp agency, the same thing at Eaton
occurred. Inciting of violence/riots, yelling, screaming, verbal assault, slander, libel, spying in
bathrooms, showers, and inside my vehicle. The following of myself outside of work, with the
inclusion of employees of current and previous places of employment; along with having all
employees call in to the show to listen or speak while they work is a never ending theme.
Having USPS incite violence/riots, slander, verbal assaults, including theft of mail to prevent me
from leaving Nevada. As I left Nevada police were called to see where I was going. On the way
to Washington while crossing state borders. Every truck stop, every Walmart was told of my
presence and how to verbally abuse, attack, and harass including how to track me, spy on me
on my phone, PCs and vehicle. On arrival to Washington it would seem every known person
was able to watch me in my vehicle, spy on phones, PCs, shower at gyms, and use the
bathrooms. They were also told how to attack, what to say, how to say it, what to be angry at,
how to be angry on stuff I viewed on my phone. How and where to intercept to harass, etc. They
were also employed to tell as many people how to spy and also contribute to the harassment.

Places I worked were called ahead of time before I arrived in the city and state to inform them
on how to watch me in my vehicle, and so forth. Jobs such as Imperial Dade, Pepsi, Master
Wholesale, Charlie's Produce were met by the female show host in person with the aid of Eaton,
and the group home before I arrived to the interview masquerading as a changing show based
organization to deliver the highest level of deformation, slander, and libel. They were allowed to
deliver a wide variety of attacks, film and broadcast themselves in bathrooms, as well as harass
other males & females while working and inside restrooms. In addition to drugging me while I
was operating dangerous powered industrial trucks, to cause me to either crash or fall asleep to
seriously injure myself or die. Their intent was to have me killed as can be heard in their
profanities, verbal assaults and slander while I was working on the equipment. As well as the
threats against my life at a local Planet Fitness to shoot me to death, break my windows, or
invoke a fight to be shot or stabbed to death. Their mission to get me to fight has been opaque
from Eaton all the way back at home to Maryland.

During my employment at Pepsi there was a suicide attempt, along with the viewing of myself
showering in my vehicle, and several arrest attempts by calling the police under false pretenses.
All of these events were viewed by HR, management, and every other known employee. This
included all of them in Washington, Nevada, and in California. Given all of this including a
suicide attempt: they still progressed even harder aided by Pepsi management and employees
becoming more aggravated then before. This included attempted manslaughter on the grounds



of a hotel I stayed at, and my employment at Charlie's Produce, as boasted by all individuals
involved, even to my family in Maryland.

My last two jobs at Master Wholesale, and Charlie's Produce, included all of the following
horrific events from the last two jobs. However, job bathroom watching was more involved as it
included managers, HR, and the GM. Everything from how I used the bathroom, how erect or
flaccid, if I excreted matter, sat, or stood up was all seen as a way of life that must involve the
females or males that worked there. Then the monthly stay at woodspring suites Redmond, WA,
became a breeding ground of never ending torment and torture involving, hotel guest, hotel
management and employees as well as Master Wholesale and Charlie's produce. Torture
consisted of daily 24/7 verbal assault, slander, profanities, hacking, spying, entering without
permission, brain hemorrhaging, drugging, bathroom broadcasting and recording. The infamous
watch parties was also used to bang on walls, whisper "crazy" among other things, scream,
harass, threaten, incite fights, and deliver various torture methods were all held in rooms to the
left, right, above, and below with hotel management, employees, current and previous places of
employment.

Tenure at Charlie's Produce was hell on earth. It involved the hell at Pepsi but this time added
torture. Like all other jobs the female show host was there in person before I even interviewed
with HR as can be seen on cameras. Interview process and orientation was made to be hell
derogative, filled with slander, deformation and an onslaught of incitement of fights and violence.
Bathroom visits were the same. However while working, verbal torture was on par with Pepsi. It
involved the wildest varieties of insults, deformation, verbal attacks sexually, slander to the
highest level, with full on screaming, yelling, and shouting that included management. In
addition to operating dangerous powered industrial trucks. They were emitting deadly brain
hemorrhaging, aneurysm attacks, spasms, high pitched ear numbing sounds, excessive nerve
damage attacks that left my body near numb. Eyes were especially teary making it extremely
hard to see while driving and seeing the staging labels. My driving hand was attacked as the
fury of me being left handed angered the show host. It became increasingly obvious I was there
to die by crashing amongst other methods as constant threats to get me to return to Master
Wholesale or else plagued daily.

Break room tenure involved the same, I was to be attacked 24/7 on and off of work, as my
demise was the ultimate goal. There was another female who was also insulted daily, being
called ugly and implored to verbally assault me while operating dangerous powered industrial
trucks, as well as while in bathrooms. For she in particular was believed to be the only thing
holding me back to return to a job I'd quit and to be with a person whom I don't even know her
last name. Every known female at the workplace, including this one, was dragged into the "he's
gonna get with you, ask for your number, get hard to you, he's going to use you, he's going to
cheat on you, he's military, he sleeps with everyone, but he wants to be with M___a" so we
need to hurt him.

The show host would attack with pitches, and severe brain hemorrhaging, and nerve damage
stating "how does it feel?" "Does your head hurt?" "Go back to Master Wholesale and we'll stop,



we'll just keep hurting you then, everyday you don't go back or quit, well keep hurting you". This
went from getting me to work two jobs, to we need you to quit and forget about this girl whom I
don't know to go work at Master Wholesale. As she states "If it wasn't for this girl, I'd be working
at Master Wholesale by now". In addition, everyone attacks with verbal assaults that include
screaming, yelling, profanities, slander and the ladder. While working females and males were
harassed and implored to aid in the verbal assaults in the bathrooms. Personal attacks such as
race, gender, sexuality played a role to each one specifically, as they were told how to hate,
what to be angry about, and again how to attack. Like previous work places there were watch
and listen parties during work hours to view me. Like Pepsi, and Master wholesale, the show,
thousands of people outside of work management, and employees could hear and see every
single detail of everything I said and see everything I do in the bathrooms while I was working.

Again every bathroom visit was seen as a game of how erect or flaccid I got while I was using
the toilet. As can be seen on every single employee cell phones including HR, and
management. Departure of the job led to the continuation of the hotel harassment, mostly from
outside in parking lots at this point. Remaining months at the hotel was a non stop mission to
get me to go look outside to see the grand theft scheme of my missing vehicle as watch parties
were placed to see my reaction. The grand theft of my vehicle was conspired with the aid of
hotel management, the show, and Tony's towing. But before this I spent the last remaining
tenure updating code and creating downloadable and blog content on my platform
kodoninja.com. Thousands including Charlie's Produce, Master Wholesale, Pepsi, Top Team,
Imperial Dade, Eaton, Dryers were watching every single detail of everything I did on my
phones, PCs and bathroom until I left. Showers including the "you have the smallest d__k I've
ever seen" with an onslaught of profanities aided by the hotel employees and management. My
toilet doings were watched including the constant narration of what I got erect or flaccid to, there
was never a day without the Truman Show and torture as it still goes on at this second.

The walls to the gas station, and grocery store to get food was followed and aided by
neverending harassments. Everywhere Including the walls to the vending machine, was
watched and broadcasted. For the group home and employees at Eaton knew exactly how
much money I'd spent. The remaining days to the very last day at woodspring suites was
extreme torture. The very last days of the hotel were extreme anarchy, as they tried their best to
hide their involvement in the vehicle theft. After eventually looking outside and out in the parking
lot for my vehicle. I heard "Good, at least that'll slow him down a bit, I'd he ain't gonna stay" from
the female show host. During my earlier walks to Target I heard various comments such as
"your car is down the street in the parking lot" as I walked by a certain street. Nonetheless as I
returned upstairs all of them became increasingly angry that I wasn't upset or angry. The male
host even told me I needed to call the police to ask about my car. I did after contacting the front
desk, during the conversation it became increasingly obvious as they were directly involved in
the theft. In addition, mock conversations outside the window admitted her involvement in its
"towing".

After eventually calling the police, then calling the tow truck company. It became 100% obvious
that it was staged as a script based conversation was prepared, amongst many other shining



details. Not to mention the female show host can be heard clear as day narrating verbatim, even
telling me what I should ask. They took pride in this theft, as can be told in my walk to the tow
truck place as can be read in the report. The arrival at the tow truck place was an onslaught of
harassment, as the female talk show host could not help herself but to seize the moment. She
truly believed I'd beg for my car, or get angry as she made her accomplishment and scheme
known to many who watch the show. I came there to mostly get my passport, and a few other
lingering items from the vehicle. An odd note even as I got things from my vehicle they were
100% in view of everything I was grabbing from my vehicle as they were narrating and puzzled
why I wasn't noticeably upset. I made it back to the hotel while being harassed on the way back.

The last remaining hour was an onslaught of torture and terror as I was harrased to death with
profanities, inciting of fights, screams, as I packed and cleaned out the restrooms. I even heard
things like "How does it feel like you're going to be homeless, for-real" "You thought you were
going to sleep in your car". As I eventually packed and prepared the hotel cart to head to the
elevator, the maids, employees and manager were doing their part to verbally attack me like no
other as extreme cursing, slander, deformation, and inciting of violence took place. After the
conspiracy of grand theft a new plot to see where I'd sleep without the vehicle arose upon
departure of woodspring suites. Harassment through the Lyft driver took place as he was
connected to the show. He even asked if I was going to go to a homeless shelter, then
proceeded to slander and defamation. Once I got to the storage, I was packed with the vision
and narration of the show. This storage was also aiding and abiding the criminals, as will be
found in call and message logs. Oddly enough I was harassed on the walk to the train to the
airport, on the train, through the terminal, and everything in between.

I ordered my ticket to the airport as initially planned. My previous ticket to the state of Portland
was a smokescreen, however to my dismay, things got interesting. Throughout my entire time
waiting for my flight, I was watched as I went to the restrooms. Every surrounding person
coming off or going onto flights was notified by the homeless guy, and given the methods to
watch me in bathrooms and on phones and PCs. Throughout the entire time boarding was one
big hell and hate-a-thon. I was yelled at, screamed at, told my passport was fake, and I was
holding weapons to TSA, and airport employees. This never ended, even when I missed flights,
they missed flights as well. For some reason they decided to board the same flights, attaching
their identification, I assume to ensure they see in person if I'd ditch them to go sleep outside.
They became increasingly sure I had nowhere to go, as more and more flights were missed and
time progressed.

As we got to the layover airport, they managed to convince as many people as possible to aid in
their terrorism at the airport. Constant profanities, slander and defamation, became an ongoing
war with again a non combatant. They gave as many people, minors as possible, that were
going to any of the 51 states how to watch me again as I went anywhere including the
restrooms. And how to watch and view my PCs and phones. Again all can be confirmed through
cameras and thurl investigations. More plots and plots were performed on the flight. Again now
spanning the entire USA even on flights. As I got to the state of Maryland I was harassed and
followed extremely closely, even on the light rail. Where more harassment occurred, including to



the walk to the subway. During the walk they told every passing person that I was a homeless
person with nowhere to go, as they told them I was looking for a place to sleep and ditch them.
Every single building I walked by was a narration including that of Planet Fitness where some of
the most horrific of tortures took place.

My walks were being constantly tracked and viewed by thousands now spanning more states as
achieved at the airport. When I got to the metro station I received constant harassment up until
my stop. Even as I approached my grandmother's apartment, they followed me exactly to the
floor I was going to. And haven't left since. During their tenure here, the equipment, and stuff
was on its way being delivered along with more teams of the show. But before I entered, I
greeted my mother after 7 years of last seeing her. I was on my way to see and greet my
grandmother as the very individual who slept in the room right next to mine in the group home
blurted very loudly "his grandmother's in a wheelchair!!". This was obviously after they were
claiming many of my grandmother's dead and had nowhere to go. Within the first days my
mother and grandmother were intercepted and told that they were with a show based
organization and needed to watch and harass me.

This immediately fell through as they admitted they just hated me and were trying to get me
arrested, react, or to fight. Again a watered down warped reality of the reason. We all know this
is a one way war that has never had my involvement, for I'm a noncombatant. As they admitted
and implored her and my grandmother's help to get me. The coerced as much information as
plausible from the two, as they so desperately tried to get me to attack my mother with a knife,
or have me finish the suicide job. My mother aided and abetted the terrorist, purely as can be
seen from thural investigation as it was witnessed by everyone. Even though my mother and
grandmother were victims themselves of harassment, bathroom & shower recording and
broadcasting, phone, and PC spying, they still aided them after knowledge that this affected
them as well. It would seem, at this point they were heavily manipulated and coerced to deliver
as much damage to my life, just like many others that were used in the past. As bragged about
via the show they got the both of them to inflict this damage to me. As stated "How does it feel
we got your mother to hate you" by the same group home individuals and employees at Eaton.
Again this was seen as a big accomplishment of the show. My troubled and rocky relationship
between my mother and I was heavily exploited to get me to attack her as stated: "go tell your
mom to shut up" "why don't you hit your mom?" "Your mom is saying that about you, how does
that make you feel?".

They've never left my grandmother, and mothers eat 24/7 brainwashing them as they are
cooking, using the restroom, and shower. As they go to the grocery store, MTA, walk to get the
mail, walk within the apartment, walk outside, as they go to their appointments, you name it.
Compliments about my mothers nude body, "hairy p___y, breasts, scars…" and grandmother's
bathroom habits are echoed throughout the show as can be heard by thousands that watch
them in the showers across the world and by my previous employers. But to reiterate, they still
continue to aid them in whatever they want. At this point they ensure them it's okay, because
things such as: "I don't know who ruined my life" "I don't know who they are'' and that "I may not
even know what's going on, that I'm somehow oblivious". Even as the sum of 10+ felonies were



revealed that they admitted to committing including attempted murder at work, the theater, the
hotel, to theft, grand theft and threats against my life. It has been an endless pit of felonies,
brainwashing, false reporting and lies that trailed behind them as they remained unsatisfactory
from their results. After all that they are still begging and pleading for the help of everyone to
destroy my life to the point of death or arrest.

Along with the aid of my mother and grandmother to get me to attack any one of them they
shared the watch methods to all the surrounding persons of Penn-North even though they
ironically all had government phones. This eventually spread to seemingly the entire Maryland.
And eventually implored the help of every civilian including the MTA, local law enforcement, first
responders, and the students of the John Hopkins University. For the first few months, there was
unrelenting excessive screaming outside the apartment building. The verbal assaults implored
things geared around me being homeless, the hotel, "we bugged your car" "your afraid to fight
us" "we got your mom to hate you" "your mom is going to hell for what she's doing to you"
"you're not rich you sleep in a hotel" "we ruined your life, so go somewhere and cry" "you
thought you were going to sleep in your car" "how does it feel your grandmother cheated in that
game" "you're military so you're a fuckboy" "we were lighting you up then you started talking
about how much money you got" "you didn't do anything to us, we just didn't like you" "you think
your smarter than us" "look how many people we got to hate you" "you got nothing we took
everything from you" "we took all your shit in storage" "you didn't sleep in that house" "you never
slept with her" "your the ugliest person I've ever seen" "that Asian is dumb as hell" "you let
another n___a suck your dick in a car" "you afraid to come outside, and fight us" "Ever since
California" "You thought you were gonna sleep with that girl" "go ask for your job back at Master
Wholesale" "You were mobing too fast for her" "you used to sleep outside" "we were just saying
that we didnt think he was actually telling people he was rich" "you got no information on us"
"you dont even know who ruined your life" "you hate black woman" "you gotta be mixed with
someone" "you say you know how to fight, so come out and fight us" "damn even your grandma
hates you" "how it feel your wn mom hate you like that" "why he afraid to come outside?" "We
took your car" "you talking about you rich but you live here" "you used to live in Westport" "you
sleep with white boys" "you thought you were gonna get away from us" "why he got marks on
his hands" "look at those marks on your legs, you know your not left handed"... The list never
ends as this was also aided by the apartment building and management including my own
mother and grandmother.

The show host also connected with a few of my friends from the past. For some reason they
needed more information to destroy me beyond, the torturing at work, home, airport, suicide
attempts dozens of threats and felonies and so forth. Yup after a suicide attempt they are still
going full steam ahead, and it only gets worse. They are calling various amounts of friends to
ask:

- If I'd ever slept with them?
- If so she is forcing details of the sex life to exploit for her own enjoyment such as

the Bakersfield friend. As she states in verbatim the sex
- She also force details of my penis size, entry, and begs for details as they all will

admit



- She also ask about other friends, and my sexual experiences with them, if I slept
with them

- If I'm left handed
- Who else I had sex with
- How can we get him, we hate him and we tried everything.
- Why isn't he going back to Master Wholesale?
- What kind of woman do I like? Regardless of the answer she forces the notion that I

have to be with a Spanish woman
- She also complains I don't like black woman, and ask why

She asks every single detail as she needs it to get me as she claims. She also admits to every
single friend that the show has been terrorizing me since California, and they are trying to see
if... insert new magical reason for it always changes. She also informs all of them I'm homeless,
etc. There truncated alteration of the truth, and that we've tried everything to destroy him but
nothing works. They beg for anything that can be used to bring me down. Odd after the
admission of the ruining of my life, threats to shoot me to death way beyond my suicide attempt.
The Eaton bunch and the group home show their faces to my friends and go over many felonies
they blew past trying to get me to fight them. Some friends they call back constantly such as my
criminal justice friend, whom they've been communicating back and forth for several states. She
constantly forces information out of her on a sex life, as well as if any sex occurred with any
other people. This happens daily for over a month. During a period of the show. She gets angry
and frustrated with the friend whom she shows her face to and shares the many felonies and
war against me. She gets so frustrated she has my mother and grandmother question her, as
the details don't make sense. Again this happens daily. The show host gets so frustrated that
the information the criminal justice friend gives her isn't hurting me, or causing me to fight. She
has an all out war with her expressing her disdain for Chinese Americans, as she insults her
race, her appearance, and her intelligence.

The screaming outside the apartment building aided by the surrounding communities still
consisted of inciting violence, riots, threats, and profanities, to the point where the fear for me to
go to the library plagued my mother and grandmother. After 3 months I needed to use the wifi so
I went to the library, as my mother begged me not to go over fear that I would be killed, even
stating how dangerous it has gotten in Baltimore. Oddly enough they use the murders in
Baltimore as a threat towards me. My grandmother still aided in threats claiming I was afraid
someone would attack me and such as instructed. I went anyway knowing my life was at risk.
Upon leaving they strongly implored I would grab a knife or other weapon to fight them as they
pleaded In there taunts and rioting. I did not. I went to the library as said coming straight back.
During the days I walked to the library it was World war 3 all orchestrated by the show, as they
begged and pleaded for the help of minors, gang members, anyone painting a target on my
head.

There was a family gathering as illustrated in the report that outlines everything exactly. But
consistent with several outings that were used as a playground to conduct their psychotic
terrorism. Constantly citing Id for some reason would make me want to sleep with my cousins



and family members. They Implored and coerced my family to aid in their terrorism, with
truncated lies, and altered truths. Everything collected from my mother, grandmother, friends,
and the 14 or so months watching me was used as an onslaught of verbal weaponry. They
oddly enough admitted to their many felonies, but not in its entirety, but showing their faces to
several of my family members. Even as the holes and logic behind their story fell through. The
female show host tried her hardest to make the terrorism and aggravated warfare make sense,
stating it was okay for I don't hear anything, and don't fully understand what's ruining my life.
Even though again I made them aware in the state of Nevada before the first major Planet
Fitness threats against my life and car. Exactly a day before the male show host stole my
license plate. Nothing made since but she did double duty to tie it back to we all need to band
together to hate myself.

Family Gatherings was completely used to terrorize and threaten myself, with guns, by minors
and adults. They tried to destroy my eardrums, for strange reasoning to see if I'd hear. Because
I wasn't responding to their warfare, as now aided by my own extended family. They relentlessly
tried to invoke a fight even with an attempt to get me drunk, followed by more gun threats to
myself targeted specifically in assassination scenario attempts via minors. Again by the show
host this was believed to be a perfect plan just like the conspiracy of grand theft as boasted by
the growing thousands that watch. When all plans failed she became increasingly furious and
began to attack my head and nerves via aneurysms, brain hemorrhaging. And severely marking
my body, hands, arms, back, legs, feet, my entire body to this date is seemingly to be
permanently marked. As will be seen in images attached to the report and drives. Beyond that
this led to my second attempted suicide by drowning as boasted by the female show host. The
incident transpired during unrelenting attacks to my head, nerves, and body, as I got to the tub
she as well as others were screaming in celebration, that they were able to get me to suicide
again.

So to reiterate the first suicide attempt happened during my tenure at Pepsi witnessed by HR,
management, employees, and thousands that watched. This led to further and elaborate torture
which next stages of torture including life threats, threats to end my life in gun fire and fights.
That then led to the near death and excruciatingly painful attacks at the hotel and the relentless
life threatening attacks at Planet Fitness, Charlie's Produce, and back here at Maryland. This
marks the second suicide attempt, in the tub. Note through the obvious admission of the ruining
of my life, and still pressing with their own life threats. What is it that they want if running my life
wasn't the answer. They are here to take my life, and they refuse to stop until this is
accomplished. Countless messages, cameras, and dozens of witnesses will confirm this is their
goal. As to why would you still press someone after suicide attempts, go to there next places of
employment in person before I even interviewed to terrorize them, steal there car, terrorize them
at the airport, on the flights, back to there home, and emplored there friends and family to aid in
this baseless terrorism of a noncombatant. Then paint a target on my head, showing everyone
who I am, how to watch me, spy on me, and track me in one of the most dangerous cities in the
world to drug dealers and the ladder. It's obvious to everyone on the planet they are here for my
life. They want me to die by my own hands or indirectly through the many plots to get me after
all that's transpired.



Quite a bit of time goes by with non stop torture, while many public plots are conducted to call
more people from my Facebook. She states she wants to claim I'm cheating and the ladder so
the female show host may grab information to use against me. She even tries to talk everyone
into contacting the ex whom I warned in front of them, to claim cheating. However many inform
her this idea doesn't make sense through various obvious reasons. A friend whom they
contacted asking for information and how to hurt me even told them it made no sense. Since I
wasn't that type of person to be engaged in this, and that they're doing this to the one person
who doesn't want to do anything back, just because they want me to. The beg and plead stating
they've tried everything, even noting they ruined my life, before and after suicide attempts and
they still aren't satisfied. He was perplexed as to why would someone go through all of this to
someone that has never done anything back. They state it's because I haven't done anything
back, and that they hate everything about me. And that they've done too much shit to me to not
do anything back.

They've made that known to countless people: "we've done too much shit to him for him not to
do anything back". They ask as instructed by the male show host to see if I could actually fight.
They learned in detail just because I can, doesn't mean I will. They pry as much information as
plausible to weaponize just like the criminal justice friend and a few others. They still press with
the current information, still unsatisfied, wanting more ammo to use against me. In the meantime
I still built and developed many powerful updates to my platform through the endless 24/7
torture. Once 97% completed I decided to make the show aware yet again. For it was time to
write the reports to various news stations, intelligence agencies and finally, move forward with
lawsuits against the many individuals and companies that aided in this terrorism. During this for
some reason they were in disbelief and in denial that I even knew what was going on let alone
who they are. The new taunts of "you have no information on us" "you don't even know who
ruined your life" "well, who is it?".

The taunts led to the constant torture, chokes during sleep that led to the eventual calling into
the FBI, and the police. The report I made was of threats to my life, as it has happened since my
arrival to the state, and dozens of states and work places before then. Upon calling the officer
sent was one individual who was obviously intercepted and playing games. As they have
committed dozens of federal felonies in countless states, they tried to make light of them and
implore the officer to aid in their crimes. He whom I will be pressing charges amongst the many.
This incident is stated in the report. As well as several fire alarm pulls and Arson on two
occasions, 1 involving the threat to my grandmother's life, and the other two a home directly
across from my bedroom. To this date the apartment complex especially management has done
her diligence aiding the criminals as can be heard in recordings and read in the reports.

Conclusion

All of the companies knew the show was becoming increasingly dangerous, as more lies
unraveled. Nonetheless they continued to aid and abide these criminals, blindly, in full
knowledge of the amount of laws and human rights laws violated. They did not care if my



eventual life ended in its wake, this is how dangerous the hate and target of myself grew. Even
to the point they are trying to cause severe nerve and brain damage while you are operating
heavy equipment.

My mother, who is known by my friends, the neighborhood, and the thousands watching the
show, aided and abetted the criminal show. Given that, the show host as well as the dozens
directly involved, believe she is a ticket to freedom. Convincing her to sue, get money from the
companies and forget they ruined her son's life, purely out of insecurities and hate. They
unrelentingly try to convince her to convince me we need to sue the companies directly, evading
the need for federal intelligence agencies, director and state involvement. Ironically these are
the same companies the show has involved aiding them in their terrorist war against me. They
believe by avoiding the courts, and agencies they can somehow escape prison. Again it is still
unclear why exactly she is doing this by fear or willingly considering she is a victim herself. That
logic must be answered by her directly, for they do exploit her mental health and are in her ear
24/7 brainwashing her to commit these acts.

During the development and writing of the following letters & reports, previous places of
employment were notified to plan against this, preventing its development while watching me
write them via hacking with the show. Methods to prevent it also Included my death and or
arrest by fights etc. The previous places of employment also continue to watch myself, mother,
and grandmother in bathrooms while on the toilet and in showers. As messages and phone
records will show.


